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In training.
I’m not sure whether to be
proud, or disappointed.
We just received the results of
the PPA Affiliated
Communications competition
and this very magazine you
are holding finished third in its
respective category.
I’m somewhat proud because
it is my first year as editor, and
I only had the minimum
number of three issues to
enter, so third place isn’t
bad....considering. And there
were honorable mentions, so
I wasn’t last.
But the competitive voice in
my head tells me that I need
to work harder, do better, finish
higher. Hit the weight room.
Run even more laps. Practice,
practice, practice.
And so I will do just that. To
those who finished above me my heartfelt congratulations
but also this warning - I’m in
training and if you hear the
“Theme from Rocky”, humming
behind you, that’s just me
getting ready for next year.
And guess who will benefit?
Hopefully all you readers and
maybe it will quiet that voice
inside of me - temporarily.
Kalen
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The ASP Magazine is the official publication of the American Society of
Photographers, Inc., published four times a year for members and others
for information of industry matters, personal achievements and news of
this and other associations. Acceptance of advertising, or publishing of
press releases does not imply endorsement of any product or service by
this association, publisher or editor. Permission is granted to similar
publications of the photographic industry to reprint contents of this
publication, provided that the author and the ASP Magazine are credited
as the source.
Articles, with or without photographs, are welcome for review for
inclusion in this publication; however, the editor reserves the right to
refuse publication, or if accepted, the right to edit and use on a space
available basis. Send all communications, articles and advertising to:
Editor
ASP Magazine
224 West Corry Court
Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641
(319) 671-1771 or email: kdanice@mac.com
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GOVERNOR - SAM GARDNER
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P.O. Box 5772
Bellingham WA 98227
360-961-2887
SAM@SAMGARDNERPHOTOGRAPHY.COM
GOVERNOR - KALEN HENDERSON
M.PHOTOG., MEI, CR., CEI., CPP, API, EA-ASP
224 WEST CORRY COURT, MT. PLEASANT, IA 52641
(319)986-5324 KDANICE@MAC.COM
GOVERNOR - RANDY MCNEILLY
M.PHOTOG., MEI., CR.
1241 FALLSTON ROAD, SHELBY, NC 28150
(704)482-0011
RANDY@MCNEILLYPHOTOGRAPHY.COM
GOVERNOR - MICHAEL R. SCALF, SR.
M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP, API
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(260)489-3100 X228
DORAN@DORANANDASSOC.COM

Hello and I hope that you have had a great year so far.
First and foremost, I want to thank all the ASP State Reps
for the time and energy they have put into the ASP State
Elite Award. We know with your busy schedules it is
sometimes hard to find time for the volunteer things.
THANK YOU!!!
We have all had a great opportunity recently to use our
ability as photographers to sustain our business during this
tough economic era. We
have had to use our superior
professional ability and
artistic insight to make
ourselves to stand out above
all the many people that now
have a digital camera and
thus believe themselves a
photographer.
When folks need a
professional photographer
during these trying times will
do their homework to make
sure they are going
to a true
professional. All of
our degrees will help
them identify what
they are looking for.
The way we present
our products and
market ourselves will
help to set us apart
and we need to use
M.
all our degrees and
affiliations to do that.

Ernie K. Johnson
M. Photog., Cr., CPP, API

Presidentʼs
Message
Ernie K. Johnson
Photog., Cr., CPP, API

We must continue to challenge ourselves whether it be in
preparing for competition, thinking outside of the box for
our next session, or creating a new studio promotion. Try a
new pose or arrangement, attend a class or learn a new
technique.
I also want to express to all the people that have suffered
though bad weather this spring you are in our prayers.
In closing I hope that you have a wonderful and productive
summer.
Keep in focus.
Ernie K.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - JON ALLYN
3120 N. ARGONNE DRIVE, MILWAUKEE, WI 53222
(800)638-9609 JONALLYN@AOL.COM
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ASP State Reps

As an all-volunteer organization, ASP
cannot operate without the hard work
and dedication of its members.
While most of the time it isnʼt grueling,
physical labor, it can be timeconsuming and require your utmost
attention at important times.
The ASP State Rep is the link
between the organization and its
members in each state. The Rep is
also called upon to take responsibility
for the State Elite Award in that state
and the presentation of that award at
the local banquet.
To those State Reps who are serving
now, thank you for your hard work
and dedication. Many of you have
been doing this for some time and
have it down to a science. Some of
you are new and creating your own
method of handling the activities. We
realize it is a time-consuming
responsibility and we appreciate all
your efforts.
As you can see from the chart on this
page, there are some states and
countries that are currently without
ASP State Reps, areas where there is
an opportunity to serve.
State Reps receive ASP Service
points which accumulate towards the
ASP Service Award, given annually at
the ASP Banquet.
If you are interested in serving, please
contact Ernie Johnson at
(615)790-2680, or email him at

State
Alabama
Alaska ***
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine ***
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Canada
England
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico
Norway
Puerto Rico ***
Peru

Last
Cleere Jr.
Gardner
Hammel
Sikes

First
Robert
Sam
Dan
Marty

Henn
Genest
Foschi
Gordon
Smith
Okumoto
Hammon
Romano
Bailey - Pratt
Nordstrom
Stanley
Durham
Broussard
Bedell
Stein
Pedi
Timmons
Larson
Swimmer
Dameron
Macnab
Frieze

Email
bclearphot@aol.com
sam@samgardnerphotography.com
LCHammel@aol.com
martysikes@conwaycoop.net
ritualsart@aol.com
tl2bfree@hotmail.com
Thomas
JMGenest@aol.com
Joan
foschifine@cs.com
Rudy
alfred@algordonphoto.com
Alfred
kewlimager@yahoo.com
Jason
s3fx@aol.com
Dwight
prophoto@srv.net
Dennis
photor1@juno.com
Cindy
nancyb@netdirect.net
Nancy
lori@nordstromphoto.com
Lori
T.Michael t.stanleyphotography@att.net
lad1956@irvineonline.net
Linda
edphotog@cox-internet.com
Ed
steve@stevebedell.com
Steve
photojohn@mdppa.net
John
edpedi@edpediphoto.com
Ed
tmt@mich1.net
Michael
stevel@mr.net
Steve
cswimmer@bellsouth.net
Charles
marthaj@marthajdameron.com
Martha
DUNC697@aol.com
Duncan
jfrieze@megavision.com
Jim

Bedell
LaSala
Hohnstreiter
Bovat
Peninger
Jacobson
Wurtzler
Patterson
Klages
Costanzo
Thibeault
Richardson
Steen
Johnson
Tompkins

Steve
Jim
Glenn
Kenneth
Doug
Ron
Gregg
Jacklyn
Walter
Bonnie
Gary
Mitchell
Elaine
Ernie
Gayletta

steve@stevebedell.com
jimlasala@earthlink.net
gfhohns@earthlink.net
Bovat@aol.com
ncdoug01@triadbiz.rr.com
ron@jacobsonstudio.com
WurtzGWP@aol.com
wewokaphotographer@hotmail.com
wjklages@eaglecap.net
Bonphoto@aol.com
Tebophoto@aol.com
mitchell@mitchellsphotography.com
steenphoto@venturecomm.net
photo4u2b@aol.com
gayletta@gayletta.com

Christiana
Jessee
Meddaugh
Carey

Anthony
Steve
Tad D
Roger

Tony@christianastudios.com
sjessee@charter.net
thestudioonmain@centurytel.net
DOVESTUDIO@AOL.COM

Avalos

Jack

Rickavaport@aol.com

Gordon
Avalos

Alfred
Jack

alfred@algordonphoto.com
Rickavaport@aol.com

***Out of state rep

PHOTO4U2B@AOL.COM.
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I can appreciate the frustration of the purists out there. They miss the "PHOTOGRAPHY" competition.
As I have said for many years now, we no longer have just a "photography" competition. We have an
"imaging" competition. I saw many of you at the PPA National Convention in Phoenix. It was correctly
called, Imaging USA.
The PEC Exhibition on display
contained nearly two-thousand of
the best images our members
could produce. Please notice that
I didn't say photographs that our
members had taken. The exhibit
was a beautiful blend of
"Photography" and if you'll allow me to
coin a new word, "Fauxtography".

PRINTCOMPETITION
For Photographers,
Fauxtographers or both?
By Jon Allyn, M. Photog.,Cr., MEI

Creativity and originality is in full bloom.

Image by Jon Allyn.

Fauxtography for me best describes the work of current image makers. Most
of the images are born in photography. But, that is not to say that the images
don't experience some transformations before reaching their final expressions.
The marriage of photography and image manipulation is resulting in exciting
new conceptual images.
Fauxtography seems to be the natural extension of photography. Just as
darkroom manipulation, hand tinting and collage printing affected Black and
White Photography, so too are the affects of Photoshop, Painter, Lucis and Nik
to mention a few, and collages on today's images.

Image by Thom Rouse.

The judging of images still comes down to the 12 elements of a merit print,
whether they are purely photographic or fauxtographic. The question is how
can we give photographs their due when fauxtographs seem to have more
inherent impact?
Around a decade ago, PEC introduced the Electronic Imaging degree. That
resulted in different judging criteria specific to that category. The degree was
based upon a maker's proficiency and expertise using the electronic tools
available.
Now that electronically enhanced images seem to be dominating the Regional
competitions, there seems to be a movement to separate the Photographic
Open judging into Photography and Fauxtography -- all the while leaving the
judging of one's electronic images skills as a separate category and degree.

To truly have a "purist" competition, we would have to just the original image right off the CF card. And,
who is to say that image wasn't enhanced and saved back to the card. I suppose someone would have
to confirm the metadata.
At this point, I'm not sure how we could possibly separate the judging without requiring the FBI to
investigate every image.
The Photographic Exhibitions Committee is always looking for suggestions with regard to print
competition. If you have any ideas you would like to share, please contact a member of the committee.
The list can be found on the PPA website.
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Can you imagine what your life would be life without

traumatic, life-changing experiences?

Picture your world without suffering, sadness, or anger.

Sounds perfect, right? Now, think about all of the

obstacles you have encountered in life and what it required

to conquer those intimidating roadblocks.
2009 ASP Fellowship Thesis

The Secret to Success
Lies Within Lifeʼs Lessons
Sam Gray, M. Photog., Cr., F-ASP
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The difficult life events we live through are as vital
as the air we breathe, and without them, we
would never have the opportunity to grow as
individuals or learn how to sympathize with
others. These experiences, though often daunting,
influence our unique vision of the world, shape
our personality, and define who we are as a
human being. Throughout my life, I have learned
that talent alone is not sufficient; one must
possess strong character. This means we must
navigate around the challenging obstacles that life
places in front of us by remaining flexible, humble,
resourceful, and open to learning. These traits,
when combined with a person’s God-given talents
and the various lessons we learn from life, are the
secret ingredients necessary to succeed in this
ever-changing profession of photography.
After experiencing pain or suffering, a person can
gain a new perspective on life that will change
how he or she thinks forever. The year was 1965,
and the Vietnam War was in its early stages. That
year, I graduated from high school, but quickly
learned my parents could not afford to send me to
college. The best option for me seemed to be the
military. Yet, America was experiencing a
tumultuous time, and many people were against
the idea of war. At the time, I believed enlisting in
the army for three years would give me control
over my choices, but I constantly faced hard
decisions along the way. My initial plan was to join
the Special Forces, but I was too young for this
plan to become a reality.
Six months later, as a part of the 101st Airborne
Division in Vietnam, my unit was on a search and
destroy mission. The unit came under intense fire
from a reinforced Vietnamese Army platoon.
During the crossfire, I was shot through the
shoulder, and was sent to Yokohama, Japan to
undergo three months of intense rehabilitation.
While I was recovering in Japan, I had the chance
to purchase a 35mm Single Lens Reflex Camera
at a good price. Looking back, I just thought the
Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 10.
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camera was a bargain and a good investment, not
the start of my future career. All of my purchases
were sent back to the United States, and it would be
some time before I would realize the impact that this
seemingly ordinary camera purchase would have on
the rest of my life. In hindsight, my encounters in the
military proved to be invaluable catalysts for my
personal, and even professional, growth.
I was awarded the Purple Heart Medal and two
Army Commendation Medals for my actions in
Vietnam, one of which was for Valor. Due to my
experiences in Vietnam, I will always have a greater
appreciation for life.
Many times, the career decisions we make lead us
to unforeseen, yet rewarding life paths. After
spending one year in Vietnam, I realized the military
was not the career for me. I returned home to Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, to serve the remainder of my
three-year commitment with the 82nd Airborne. As
fate would have it, I reconnected with an old friend
who served with me in Vietnam and was also serving
with the 82nd Airborne in the Information Office. He
recommended me for a position with the staff
sergeant, who was also the lab chief. The staff
sergeant’s greatest desire was to join the Golden
Knight Parachute Team, but before he could act on
that desire, he had to train a replacement for his
position as lab chief. I had the rank and the
motivation, but as a young soldier, I lacked the
photographic experience needed for the job.
Fortunately he was willing to train me, and within a
month’s time, I became the new lab chief. I was
grateful to have the rare opportunity to capture
events in history, a job that was tremendously
rewarding.
For the first time in my life, I felt the joy of having
clarity about my future career goals. I
soon began to realize that I was blessed with a Godgiven ability to “see” light using my camera. With
perseverance, I knew I could master the technical
aspects of photography as well. As a result of my
close encounters with death in the military, I learned

Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 11.
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to appreciate and capture the special moments of each day. Never will I see a sunrise or
sunset or the innocence of a young child without remembering to cherish life.
In life, we cannot fear taking risks, for these risks often provide us with more opportunities to
grow. Before I embarked on my military journey as a young man, I met Nancy Mason. Nancy
and I wrote back and forth while I was stationed in the Vietnam. When I finally returned home,
Nancy and I married and began our lives together. I secured a job as a school photographer
for a studio in our hometown of Durham. After a very short time, it became apparent that the
owner had a problem with alcohol and was not properly managing his business. Concern for
my reputation caused me to leave that job, for an opportunity to work as a news
photographer. While this was good experience for me, I did not feel completely fulfilled. About
a year later, I took a risk and opened my own photography business.

Like any small business owner, my greatest challenge was lack of capital, and this
challenge tested my resourcefulness. My first studio was located in a 10 x 10 bedroom of
my home for the first year. Then, when my business grew, I moved into the Northgate
Shopping Center in Durham, North Carolina. For the next eighteen months I would work
Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 12.
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hard, network, advertise and continue to be involved with the Professional Photographers of
North Carolina and the Professional Photographers of America. The reward finally came
when I was able to purchase an older house in a commercial part of the city and convert it
to my own studio.
For many of us, love will be both the greatest joy and the greatest sorrow of our lives.
One of the most joyous times of my life, witnessing the birth of my first child, was also
overshadowed by one of the saddest times of my life, after learning that my wife Nancy had
cancer. Like many people who take care of dying
loved ones, I felt helpless as I watched Nancy
struggle to hold onto her life. We were trained in the
military to prepare for the worst and hope for the
best, and Nancy’s illness was no exception to this
lesson. Thankfully, we had family and friends that
supported us through this rough time. Nancy’s 26
year stay on this Earth was too brief, but it
reminded me once again that life is too precious to

Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 13.
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take for granted. We have to see even the tiniest
matter, like drops of dew, as beautiful gifts of God’s
creations to explore and enjoy. We must appreciate
what God has given us because life is too short.
The people we meet at different times in our lives can
be just as powerful as the lessons we learn from our
life experiences. Shortly after my wife’s death, I met
my future wife Donna, while photographing a wedding.
She caught my eye as I was taking a picture of her
and her friend. I suggested that Donna come by the
studio to pick up the photograph in two weeks, but I
couldn’t wait that long. I called her the next day, and I
married her eleven months later. Towards the end of
the 1970s, my business had a loyal client base, and I
began to extend my work to neighboring cities. At that
time, Durham’s population base mostly consisted of
blue-collar workers and university employees—not
exactly my target market. After studying advertising
methods and deciding on my desired client base, I
chose to make another move, but this time, it would
not be as easy.
The national economic climate was volatile; interest
rates were soaring. I made a decision to build a homestudio in nearby Raleigh, North Carolina. Because of
factors beyond my control, the 11 percent interest rate
for our mortgage was in jeopardy of being a shocking
21 percent. Again, I was faced with another risky
decision. If it had not been for our realtor, Mr. Billy
Myrick, who believed in me and in my work, the bank
would not have honored the lower rate. It was through
this chain of events that
I began to search for,
and found a deeper
meaning to life through
my Christian faith.
There will come a time in
a person’s life when a
decision has to be made
between family and
work. I learned that
balance is possible, but
not without making
sacrifices. As my faith in
God and business grew,
so did the size of my

Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 14.
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family. We added three more daughters to our family within a
time span of six years. Photographing weddings had always
been part of my staple income, and it held a special place in
my heart since Donna and I met at a wedding. However, if I
wanted to spend quality time with my family and continue to
perfect my craft, I knew I needed to stop photographing weddings; I photographed my
last wedding in 1981. I was thankful to now have the time to watch my children grow and
to take care of my aging parents and to perfect my craft.
We all need guidance in our careers, and I was blessed to have mentors who made
formable impacts on my career as I was trying to establish my niche market as an
environmental portrait photographer. Hubert Gentry, of Harrisonburg, Virginia, possessed
an artful eye, business acumen, and a willingness to share his wealth of knowledge.
Donald Jack, Joseph Lust, and Marty Rickard offered their marketing and promotional
expertise. Leon Kennamer contributed his ingenious use of subtractive lighting, and
Adolph “Papa” Fassbender, a master pictorial and darkroom artist who was far ahead of
his time, inspired me. Don Blair, Al Gilbert, Yosef Karsh, David Peters, Lisa Evans, and
Paul Tumason all consistently provided exemplary emotion and sensitivity in their work. I
will be forever grateful for the contributions they have made to my life.

Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 15
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When Hurricane Fran ravaged many parts
of Raleigh in 1996, my family and I huddled
together in our basement as we prayed for
protection against Fran’s destruction. In
total darkness, we listened to the horrifying
sounds of large, old trees crashing down all
around. The next morning we were grateful
to be alive and to find that our home had
not been demolished. However, our sixacre heavily wooded property was
unrecognizable. Over three hundred trees
lay in disarray and their
limbs surrounded our
house, yet our house was
completely untouched.
Despite Hurricane Fran’s
devastation of our
property, my family and I
were able to pick up the
pieces and reestablish the
landscape to its original
beauty. With perseverance
and hard work, it took us
five long years to rebuild
our property. It was during
this time that tremendous
changes were taking
place in the photographic
industry. For the past
twenty-five years, I had
practiced debt-free living.
The litmus test that I had always used
when purchasing new equipment was that
it had to be income producing instantly.
Though I was aware of the need to convert
everything to digital, the constraints of time
and money invested into recovering from
the hurricane kept me from doing anything
immediately.
The decision to change one’s direction
from time to time is needed to survive and
succeed in any aspect of life. During the
digital technology revolution of the 1990s,
many of our talented photographers began
to leave the industry. Although many of
these technological changes that were
taking place were positive and necessary,

they were also being made readily available to
the average, non-professional consumer as
well. More and more people were no longer
seeing the need for using a professional
photographer; they were perfectly happy with
the results they were achieving with their own
digital cameras. Some of the larger retail
outlets were even printing wall-sized portraits
from the consumer’s file, an additional blow to
our professional image. It was then that I
realized I needed to change my direction if I
wanted my business to grow.
If I were to thrive in this new
professional environment, my
artistic style had to take on a
new life of its own. I began to
analyze the changes taking
place in the photographic
industry, and observed that
some of my affluent clients had
as expensive cameras and
software equipment as I. It was
imperative that I develop my
talents at a level that could not
be easily duplicated. The
creative, artistic side of my
profession had always held my
interest far beyond the aspect
of traditional photography. It
was time for me to take my
passion for art and creativity to a whole new
level. I visited art galleries and museums,
collected art books, attended art seminars and
workshops with oil and digital artists. Many
impressionistic and realistic artists like Monet,
Manet, Renoir, Sargent, Pissarro, Seurat,
Sisley, van Gogh, Degas, Cassatt, Pino, and
Royo served as my inspirations. Perhaps it was
their particular brushwork, mood, style, or
overall feel from their masterpieces that left a
lasting impression on me. A few digital artists
such as Helen Yancy, Jane Conner-Ziser, and
the unequaled master painter, Jeremy Sutton
expanded my mind and have never ceased to
amaze me.

Lifeʼs Lessons - Continued On Page 16.
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Once again our family would face an act of nature; it was June of 2005 when three bolts of
lightning struck our property. Fortunately, there was no fire; however about 80 percent of all
electrical equipment in our home and studio was destroyed. Although it would take about two
years to recover from this event, it proved to be the perfect opportunity to convert and upgrade
my business digitally. Despite the challenges of upgrading my entire studio with new digital
equipment, the decision to change my focus helped me endure as an artist in the evolving
profession of photography.
Very few things are guaranteed in one’s life and in one’s profession. We all face life-altering
moments, difficult decisions, uncertain choices, deaths of our beloved, and the need for change
in life. Yet, when we choose to be thankful for having these experiences and open our minds to
learning the good that can derive from them, we triumph over life’s obstacles and move a step
closer to achieving our goals.
I have devoted four decades of my life to the profession of photography, and I cannot imagine a
more rewarding pursuit. The places I have traveled, as well as the people I have met along the
way, have enriched my life beyond measure. A powerful example of this happened one day,
when I was visiting the breathtaking Italian Alps. I was fortunate enough to witness a shepherd
guiding his sheep. While this act sounds rather mundane on the surface, I was amazed when,
with one word in Italian, all five thousand sheep moved to follow him. I wanted to illustrate my
vision of God’s people who, like these sheep that recognize the unique voice of their shepherd,
can hear God’s voice if they only wish to listen. It is times like these that make me as excited
about photography today as I was forty years ago. I have no plans of retiring. If God chooses to
bless me with a long life, I intend to continue capturing the beauty of His creation.
To God be the Glory.
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2009 ASP Fellowship Recipient
Sam Gray
Sam Grayʼs mastery of technique and skill in photography have earned
him the Master of Photography and the Photographic Craftsman
degrees. In 1989, he was inducted into the International
Photographersʼ Hall of Fame. His portraiture has been displayed
throughout the U.S., including a special exhibition at the grand opening
of the Walt Disney Worldʼs EPCOT Center.
He is the recipient of over 600 state and national awards and honors.
He has been featured three times by Kodak in programs and has
earned numerous awards in his home state of North Carolina and the
SEPPA region. A popular speaker, he has lectured in more than 25
states and at both the U.S. and Canadian National Professional
Photographersʼ conventions. Twice he has taught Advanced Portraiture
at the Winona School in Mt. Prospect, Illinois. He is involved in
numerous professional organizations and has held offices on a state ande local level. He is a former president of
the Professional Photographers of North CArolina and the Photographic Society of the Triangle.
Sam Gray Portraits is located at 3600 Ebenezer Church Road in Raleigh, North Carolina. You can reach Sam by
email at samgray@samgrayportraits.com.

DEADLINES FOR 2009 ASP FELLOWSHIP JUDGING.
Application due: July 1st
Thesis Deadline: July 27th
Portfolio Deadline: Aug 10th

Trummer Receives WPPA Honor
Rick Trummer, M.Photog., Cr., CPP, F-WPPA,
F-SCPPA, AF-PPANI was inducted into the
Wisconsin Professional Photographers
Association Hall of Fame at the Professional
Photographers of Wisconsin affiliate
convention. Rick is the 24th photographer
who has received the highest honor since the
award program started in 1970. It is the
pinnacle of achievement that the WPPA can
bestow upon a member.
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FRIENDS
of ASP

Great news, FRIENDS OF ASP is up and running.

This new member benefit to ASP members grew from a concept started by Jon Allyn and will
offer discounts from premier vendors in the industry to ASP members. If you use the vendors
that are in the program you will receive a discount on your purchase, which could add up to pay
for your yearly ASP membership.
Current vendors participating include:
•Crop Lines

•Ron Nichol’s Software

•GW Moulding

•Dury’s

•Nik Software

•Larsen Enterprises

•Lucis Art

•Wicker by Design

•Craig’s Actions

•Pixel Creator Pro

•Graphic Authority

•Knowledge Backgrounds

Please choose these vendors when you need equipment or supplies and mention the Friends of
ASP for your discount. Keep watching, as more vendors are being added each month.

Youʼve gotten through the spring, heading in to the cash flow season so
weʼre willing to bet youʼre seeing a few of these little Presidential Flashcards
floating around the studio. And no time is better than NOW to create your
ASP Project image for 2009.
Weʼve got some serious rules this year, so
make sure you follow them to the letter.
This year, there is an entry fee of $1 - one
entry per ASP Member, please. That entry
fee will go right into the prize pot (with no
taxes taken out or anything!) and the
winner - as chosen by the peopleʼs vote will receive honor and the CASH prize at
the ASP Awards banquet at Imaging 2010.
We don’t want you to create (or recreate) our U.S. currency, but rather create a portrait that includes
one dollar bill. (Just one.) It is a lot like The Shoe project, only with a dollar.
The U.S. Treasury PROHIBITS the photographing and reproducing of U.S. Currency in its original
shape and form and the rules directly from the government have been emailed to every ASP Member.
If you have questions regarding those, please email Kalen Henderson at kdanice@mac.com and a
complete printout will be sent to you.
We’ve already received a couple of entries, don’t be last! And don’t sit it out! Get creative, by George.
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White House Custom Colour, Your Professional Photographic and Press Printing Partner

Premium Packaging

WHCC’s
Premium Packaging
Is Now Available!
Now offered in a variety of sizes
for proofs and photographic prints
up to 11x14

Press Printed Books

12x12 Hinged Books
Pearl Hinged Paper
One of our most popular Press Printed
Card papers is now available in our
Press Printed Books!

Metallic Custom Covers
A perfect compliment to a Pearl
Hinged Press Printed Book

Gallery Wraps

Custom Sizing
for Gallery Wraps
Available in custom sizes
between 5x5 and 40x60
Offered in three different paper
options, three protective laminates,
two depths and custom sizing

White House Custom Colour is a full service, professional photographic and press printer.
For a complete view of our products and services visit our website, www.whcc.com.
Visit pro.whcc.com/go/Start to open your WHCC account.
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